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FIELD COMMANDER AND KROMER MACHINES 

MOTOR OIL & FLUID RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Field Commander FC1 Pro, FC2 DaVinci, FC3 Allstar and FC5 Drive System use 20W-50 Motor Oil 
(not hydraulic oil); it should be ¼ to ½ full in sight glass window on the rear of the Hydraulic 
Tank Reservoir. All Field commander’s engines use SAE30 Motor oil, check with dipstick. 

FC4 Chameleon Synthetic Field Maintainer uses BIO Degradable oil in the drive system 
and comes from the factory this way. The engines use SAE30 Motor oil, check with dipstick 
 
FC7 X-Tractor™ -Synthetic Field Paint Extraction Machine uses BIO Degradable oil in 
the drive system and comes from the factory this way. The engines use SAE30 Motor oil, check 
with dipstick 

All B100 and B200 engines use SAE 30W Motor Oil – Check the level after removing the dip stick 
and not screwing it back in. Change after the first twenty ‘20’ hours of use; and then every two 
hundred ‘200’ hours of use. B100 and B200 Hydraulic Power Pack; AW46-10W Hydraulic Fluid – 
Fill tank to within 2-2 ½ inches from the top of the tank, change the filter yearly. 

B100 Transmission 28 ounces of AW68 20W Hydraulic Fluid- change after the first fifty ‘50’ hours 
of use and then every two hundred ‘200’ hours of use. **A tired transmission may extend its life 
with the use of AW100 30W Hydraulic Fluid.  

B100 Transaxle 80-90 Gear Lube 

B200 Transaxle 20W-50 Motor Oil – Fill to the level of the allen head plug, just below brake disc 
on the left side of transaxle. Change after the first ‘fifty’ hours of use and then change every two  
Hundred ‘200’ hours & new filter. 

Hypro Paint Pump; use 30W SAE Non-Detergent Motor Oil- remove the pump and turn it upside 
down to drain this is a slow process, turn shaft by hand and let sit and repeat. Refill to the level on 
the sight glass. *Important* Fill sight tube, Turn Pump Shaft by Hand and Repeat, fill again, RUN 
pump and fill again. Make sure to change the oil yearly. 
 
Thank you, 
Kromer Team 
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